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Population kinetics on Ka lines of partially ionized Cl atoms
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A population kinetics code was developed to analyzeKa emission from partially ionized chlorine atoms in
hydrocarbon plasmas. Atomic processes are solved under collisional-radiative equilibrium for two-temperature
plasmas. It is shown that the fast electrons dominantly contribute to ionize theK-shell bound electrons~i.e.,
inner-shell ionization! and the cold electrons to the outer-shell bound ones. Ratios ofKa lines of partially
ionized atoms are presented as a function of cold-electron temperature. The model was validated by observa-
tion of the Ka lines from a chlorinated plastic target irradiated with 1 TW Ti:sapphire laser pulses at 1.5
31017 W/cm2, inferring a plasma temperature of about 100 eV on the target surface.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The physics of ultrashort laser pulses with dense plas
interaction is of wide interest because of its close releva
to challenging researches on femtosecond x-ray radia
probing @1#, energetic particle accelerations@2#, and inertial
confinement fusion~ICF! @3#. In the experiments,K-shell
line spectroscopy is one of the standard diagnostics of
dense plasmas. Line radiation from highly ionized trace
such as those from hydrogenlike and/or heliumlike Ar a
their satellite lines, are used to deduce temperatures and
sities of compressed plasmas@4–6#. Properties of higher-
order satellite lines @Ar151:1s2nl821s3lnl 8(n54,5,6)#
were studied theoretically to examine their contribution
corresponding Heb @7–10#. In relevance to the fast ignition
approach to ICF@3#, it has been shown thatKa emission is
a useful diagnostic medium for energetic electrons@11,12#.
In contrast to this approach, measurement of x-ray abs
tion and/or emission from partially ionized plasmas is a
useful, particularly for dense but low-temperature plasm
Chenais-Popovicset al. studied the absorption spectrosco
of partially ionized Al and ClKa lines @13#. They measured
absorption spectra of these lines and analyzed them num
cally with the use of a one-dimensional Lagrangian co
combining an average-atom model for population calcu
tions. In that work, they also developed a detail
collisional-radiative model. This model was, however, app
cable only to the atomic ground state and the first two re
nance levels for 1s2(2s12p)N (N50 – 7). Burnettet al.
@14# and Rousseet al. @15# measured AlKa spectra, and
found that fast electrons carried about 10% of the incid
laser energy. In their studies, Burnettet al. used a time evo-
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lution of the Ka yield from Al71, and Rousseet al. ratios
for the Ka emission of Al51 to cold Ka.

As described above,Ka emission from partially ionized
atoms is expected to be useful for the investigation of
only fast-electron properties but also cold bulk-electron on
Outer-shell bound electrons of atoms are collisionally io
ized mostly by bulk electrons, and inner-shell bound ones
fast electrons. Consequently, the resultantKa emission can
be seen between the primaryKa and corresponding Hea
lines. Energetic electrons propagate in a cold dense re
and deposit their energy to the bulk plasma. In this ca
electrons with approximately two different temperatures
ist in the plasma. The idea of a non-Maxwellian distributi
has long been considered@16,17#. A numerical code has bee
developed for the study of AlKa emission by MacFarlane
et al. @18#, but that was for intense proton beams, and f
electrons of a single Maxwellian distribution were assum

In this study, we developed a population kinetics co
with a bi-Maxwellian temperature distribution. It is show
that Ka emission is available to diagnose cold plasma te
perature. After describing the model adopted in the code,
will show a simple analysis of experimentally obtainedKa
emission.

II. Ka LINES FROM PARTIALLY IONIZED ATOMS

The emission energies and radiative decay rates were
tained with the use of a multiconfiguration Dirac-Foc
atomic code GRASP @19#. Figure 1 shows the resultan
radiative decay rates ofKa lines from various ionization
states of Cl atoms. For Cl11 – Cl131, we considered the
Ka transitions assuming their outermost bound electr
are not excited ~namely, Cl11:1s2s22p63s23p5

→1s22s22p53s23p5, . . . , Cl131:1s2s22p→1s22s2!. For
Cl141, only transitions associated with 1s2s2p state were
considered. The primaryKa (Cl1) transitions are distributed
in the range of about 2622–2628 eV. Energy differenc
from the primaryKa can be seen according to respecti
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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charge states. TheKa lines from He-like to O-like Cl are
well separated from the primary ones, and those from
like to S-like Cl are merging into each other. TheKa lines of
F-like Cl make a wing of the primary ones in the blue sid

To estimate the net intensity ofKa emission, Auger tran-
sitions are very important, sinceKa emission is affected by
the competition between radiative and Auger processes.
culation of Auger rates was done with the use of an ato
code developed by Fritzscheet al. @20#. In Fig. 2, calculated
Auger rates and the corresponding fluorescence yields ofKa
emission are given. TheKLL-Auger is the most predominan
process of all Auger transitions because electron correla
within the L shell is very effective. It is found that the fluo
rescence yields for Cl1 – Cl131 are about 0.1. They hav
more Auger channels than the autoionization state of C141

(1s2s2p), for which fluorescence yield is about 0.5.

III. DESCRIPTIONS OF AN ATOMIC MODEL

The free-electron distributionF(E)All is assumed to be a
bi-Maxwellian distribution consisting of the cold bulk com
ponentF(E)bulk , and the high temperature oneF(E) fast,

F~E!all5~12h!F~E!bulk1hF~E! fast, ~1!

where h stands for a fraction of fast electrons, namely,h
5Nefast/(Nefast1Nebulk), where Nefast is a density of fast
electrons andNeBulk is that of cold electrons. Cold electron
in bulk plasma play a role in outer-shell ionization, and fa
electrons mainly in theK-shell ionization.

Except AugerAa and radiative decayAr for miscella-
neous atomic transitions, rate coefficients are compose
two free-electron components. In the framework of a
Maxwellian distribution, effective rate coefficientsReff are
obtained as follows@16,21,22#:

Reff5~12h!Rbulk1hRfast ~1/sec!, ~2!

FIG. 1. Radiative decay rates for theKa lines of Cl atoms
calculated byGRASP. The hatched bars on the left-hand side sh
primary Ka (Cl1).
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where Reff means any of rate coefficients for collision
excitation/deexcitationCeff /Deff , collisional ionizationI eff ,
inner-shell ionizationI eff

inner, radiative recombinationReff
r , or

dielectronic recombinationReff
d . In the case of three-body

recombinationReff
3b , however, two free electrons have to b

taken into consideration. According to Ref.@23#, the three-
body recombination rate for an arbitrary electron energy d
tribution f (E) was obtained as follows:

Reff
3b~z,i !5Ne

2 h3

8pme
2

gz,i

gz11,j
jz,iE

I nl
p8

`

sz,i~E1!

3E
0

E12I nl
p8 f ~E2! f ~E12E22I nl

p8!

E2
1/2~E12E22I nl

p8!1/2

3dE2dE1~1/sec!, ~3!

where Ne is a total electron density,jz,i is the number of
equivalent bound electrons in thei th shell in a state with

lowered ionization potentialI nl
p8 , gz,i and gz11,j are the de-

generacy of a state after/before recombination, andsz,i(E)
stands for the collisional ionization cross-section of leveli in
a charge statez. For sz,i(E), we adopted a formula that ca
be obtained from Ref.@24#,

sz,i~E!5
QR~E!

~ I nl
p8/I H!2H 11

1

11@ log10~E/I nl
p8!#2J

310216~cm2!, ~4!

where

QR~E!52.284
ln~E/I nl

p8!

E/I nl
p8

12.023
~E/I nl

p8!21

~E/I nl
p8!2

21.699
~E/I nl

p8!21

~E/I nl
p8!3

~cm2!. ~5!

For the inner-shell ionization rates of theK-shell bound elec-
trons, the formula derived by Sampsonet al. @25–27# was
adopted,

FIG. 2. Atomic features of partially ionized Cl atoms.~a! Auger
transition rates and~b! fluorescence yield of respectiveKa lines.
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I inner~nl !5Nepa0
2S 8Te

pme
D 1/2S n

Zeff~nl !S0
D 4

jz,nly@S0
2D~nl !exp~2y!2S0yd~nl !E3~y!

1$A~nl !1S0y@c~nl !22S0D~nl !#%E1~y!1S0y$S0D~nl !1d~nl !2c~nl !%E2~y!#~1/sec!, ~6!
e
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where

y5I nl
p8/Te , ~7!

S05I nl
p8/I nl

p . ~8!

I nl
p stands for the ionization potential of an isolated atom,a0

is the Bohr radius, andEn(y) is an exponential integral. Th
empirical coefficientsA(nl), D(nl), c(nl), and d(nl) for
eachnl orbital in the above formula can also be obtain
from their papers. The effective chargeZeff(nl) for a bound
electron innl orbital up ton56 can be estimated from the
o

d
el
e

os

ie
e.
it
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01640
relevant work@28,29#. The other rate coefficients for the ou
ermost bound electrons of the atomic states considered
can be found in Ref.@7#.

Figure 3 shows the model of population kinetics treated
this paper. In this model, since the fraction of fast electron
expected to be very small compared with that of bulk on
populations of 1s-holed ions are assumed to be small. The
fore, the atomic transitions from these atoms to the co
sponding ground states or singly excited states may be
ligible when the populations of ground states or sing
excited states are estimated. Namely, the rate equation ca
separated into two blocks,
dN~z,i !

dt
5 (

j ~, i !
Ceff~ j→ i !N~z, j !1 (

j ~. i !
$Deff~ j→ i !1Ar~ j→ i !%N~z, j !

2F (
j ~. i !

Ceff~ i→ j !1 (
j ~, i !

Deff~ i→ j !1 (
j ~, i !

Ar~ i→ j !GN~z,i !2I eff~z,i !N~z,i !1Rall~z,i !N~z11,1!

2I eff
inner~z,i !N~z,i !d1,i1(

j
$I eff~z21,j !N~z21,j !2Rall~z21,j !N~z,1!%d1,i50, ~9!
ned

se
in
where the atomic transitions from 1s-holed ions are
neglected. This equation was solved in the framework
the algorithm published by Lee@30#. In the above
formula, Rall(z,i ) includes three body, radiative, an
dielectronic recombinations. The atomic energy lev
for singly excited states up to principal quantum numb
n510 were considered. Binding energy of the outerm
f

s
r
t

bound electron is estimated with the use of the scree
hydrogenic model, includingl splitting developed by
Perrot @31#. The other oscillator strengths, except tho
associated withKa transitions, are based on a formula
Ref. @32#.

The rate equation for the ground states of 1s-holed ions
N* (z,1) may be described as follows:
dN* ~z,1!

dt
5I eff

inner~z21,1!N~z21,1!2~Ar
Ka1Aa!N* ~z,1!2I eff~z,1!N* ~z,1!1$Reff

3b~z,1!1Reff
r ~z,1!%N* ~z11,1!

1I eff~z21,1!N* ~z21,1!2$Reff
3b~z21,1!1Reff

r ~z21,1!%N* ~z,1!50, ~10!
tri-

al-
where Ar
Ka means a radiative decay rate accompan

with Ka emission, andAa stands for an Auger decay rat
In population calculations, split sublevels associated w
a total angular momentum quantum numberJ are com-
bined together and are treated as a degenerate single
When we use resultant populations for evaluatingKa inten-
sities in the framework ofGRASP, the populations of each
d

h

vel.

sublevel are determined by LTE, i.e., the Boltzmann dis
bution.

IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

In this section, we demonstrate availability ofKa emis-
sion by some numerical model calculations under collision
radiative equilibrium~CRE!.
2-3
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FIG. 3. Model of the population kinetics for 1s-holed atoms.

FIG. 4. Average ionization state of partially ionized Cl atom
~a! Zave

total at Tfast5100 keV withh50, 0.01, and 0.05.~b! Zave
total for

Tbulk5100, 75, and 50 eV withh50.01.
01640
Figure 4 shows the total average ionization stateZave
total of

dopant Cl atoms. Plasma is assumed to consist of CHCl.
number of a fraction of fast electrons is 1% of all free ele
trons. The total ion densityNi is 1.531022 cm23 corre-
sponding to near solid density. It is seen that theZave

total is
strongly affected by bulk-plasma temperatureTBulk , but not
by fast-electron properties such as temperature and frac
As shown in Fig. 4~a!, because of the small fraction of fas
electrons, its contribution to the average ionization state
small. Useful diagnostic range of theKa emission for Cl
atoms derived from our analysis is about 30 eV<Tbulk
<200 eV. ForTbulk>200 eV, theK-shell resonance lines
and their lithiumlike satellite lines may be more useful f
the spectroscopic observation. Figure 4~b! showsZave

total as a
function of fast-electron temperature for plausible bulk te
peratures. For example, atTbulk575 eV or 100 eV, the ma-
jority of ions are Cl81 or Cl91. Since the corresponding
ground states or singly excited states are dominant over
population, the populations of Cl91 (1s2s22p5) and Cl101

(1s2s22p4) are mainly created by theK-shell inner-shell
ionization. The K-shell inner-shell ionization energy fo
Cl81:1s22s22p5→Cl91:1s2s22p5, and Cl91:1s22s22p4

→Cl101:1s2s22p4 processes are, respectively, about 30
eV and 3130 eV from the calculation. Thus, theZave

total shows
a small peak around this energy range. In the case ofTbulk
550 eV, the majority of ions are Cl61 or Cl71, and the
correspondingK-shell ionization energies are less than tho
of Cl81 or Cl91. Therefore, the round peak in this curve
located at a little lower temperature than those forTbulk
575 eV and 100 eV.

Figure 5 gives the abundance of each ionization stat
Tfast5100 keV. The population of 1s-holed ions is very
small compared with the corresponding ground state an
singly excited state ions. Actually, the ratio between both
them is at most~1s-holed ions!/~ground state and singly ex
cited state ions! '1025, and the charge states of domina
ions in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! may be related with each other a
follows:

Zave
total'Zave

bulk'Zave
1s-holed21, ~11!

where Zave
bulk means the average ionization state of bu

.

FIG. 5. Population distribution of partially ionized Cl atoms
Tfast5100 keV withh50.01. ~a! Ground and singly excited states
~b! 1s-holed ions.
2-4
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POPULATION KINETICS ONKa LINES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 016402 ~2002!
plasma andZave
1s-holed is for 1s-holed ionsN* (z,1). Therefore,

it is expected that theZave
total is obtained via theZave

1s-holed.
In our present model, only ground states of 1s-holed ions

are included. As long as the fraction of fast electrons is v
small compared to that of bulk electrons, the approximat
for theKa emission by the product of the rate of theK-shell
ionization of the ground-state populations and the fluor
cence yield, where the ground-state populations are obta
from Eq. ~9! without Eq.~10!, may work well. Actually, the
ionization and/or recombination between the ground state
1s-holed ions do not affect the ground-state populations
1s-holed ions so much. However, theKa emission from
excited states may overlap with those from low-lying atom
states of the next ionization state@18#. When the excited
atomic states of 1s-holed ions are included, not only bound
bound transitions within the same ionization state
1s-holed ions but also ionization and/or recombination b
tween excited 1s-holed ions and ground-state ones of t
next ionization state, may affect the population distributio
Equation~11! simply shows the estimation without makin
any distinction between detailed atomic states. From
viewpoint of the average ionization state, as long as the f
tion of fast electrons is small, Eq.~11! may be valid.

To deduce plasma temperature, taking intensity ratios
tween twoKa emissions for different charge states is mo
convenient. Regarding the role ofKa emission from excited
states, MacFarlaneet al. @18# suggested thatKa emission
from excited states, for example, F-like Al ions@namely,
Al41:1s2s22p53l→1s22s22p43l ( l 5s,p,d)# overlapped
significantly with those from low-lying states of O-like A
Although our calculation does not include theKa emission
from the corresponding excited states, we will apply o
code to deduce bulk-plasma temperature by taking sev
combinations of intensity ratios between different cha
states. The results are described in Sec. V.

In addition, fractional fast electrons in the electron dist
bution are also important to determine plasma propert
Figure 6 gives sensitivity of the line ratios on the plausib
fractions. The solid line shows the comparison betweeh
50.05 andh50.01, and the broken line betweenh50.02
andh50.01. Here, fourKa lines of Cl101 to Cl131 are con-
sidered. It is found that, even though the fraction of f
electrons is very small, the population of 1s-holed ions can
be noticeably affected, particularlyTbulk<200 eV. There-
fore, explicit derivation of the fast-electron fraction is indi
pensable.

V. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The results of model calculation were compared with
perimentally obtained ClKa emission. First, experimenta
conditions and a typical spectrum are described, then
results are plotted on the curves of line ratios to ded
plasma temperature.

A. Setup of experiments

Experiments were carried out with the use of Ti:sapph
laser system named T6 at the Institute of Laser Engineer
01640
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Osaka@33#. This laser provides energy of 50 mJ per pulse
the center wavelengthl of 800 nm at a 10 Hz repetition rate
These pulses were focused with anf /3 off-axis parabolic
mirror onto a target at normal incidence with a focal sp
diameter of 15mm including 80% of an incident energy. Th
pulse duration was 130 fs. These conditions yielded a la
intensity of 1.531017 W/cm2. The target was a 200mm
thick polyvinylchloride (C2H3Cl) sheet mounted on a rota
ing table to provide a fresh surface for every shot. The d
sity of the sheet was 1.4 g/cc. X-ray spectra from the tar
were observed with a two-dimensionally curved, crys
spectrograph. The bent crystal was a quartz with meridio
curvature radius of 200 mm and sagittal curvature radius
178 mm. It was used in~10-1-1! reflection and set 1162 mm
away from the target. The meridional direction includes t
dispersion plane. Resultant image magnification was
X-ray spectra ranging from 2583 to 2883 eV in emissi
energy were recorded with a cooled, back-illuminati
charge-coupled device~CCD! detector. Spectral resolutio
e/de ~heree is the x-ray photon energy! was better than 104.
The observation angle was 45° from the target normal.
order to obtain clear signal on CCD, typically 104 shots were
needed.

B. Results and discussions

Figure 7 shows a typical spectrum from the laser p
duced C2H3Cl plasma, and comparison with the code calc
lation. In Fig. 7~a!, it is seen that theKa emissions of Cl11

(1s2s22p63s23p5→1s22s22p53s23p5) to Cl151 (1s2p
→1s2) are lying in the region of about 2600–2800 eV. Th
Ka emissions of Cl21 to Cl81 completely overlap with the
primary one (Cl1), showing a wide unresolved line-shap
feature.

Figures 7~b! and 7~c! show calculated line ratios as func
tions of bulk-electron temperature for two differenth’s. Also,
experimental line ratios are plotted on the calcula

FIG. 6. Intensity ratios ofKa emissions from the same ioniza
tion states but two different fast-electron fractionsh at Tfast

5100 keV. Solid lines, intensity ratios of the respective lines
h50.05 to h50.01. Broken lines, intensity ratios forh50.02 to
h50.01.
2-5
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FIG. 7. Time- and space-integrated spectrum obtained from the experiment, and comparison of the result with code calcul~a!
Experimental spectrum.~b! Comparison of the experimental and numerical results forh50.01.~c! Same as~b! but for h50.05.~d! Same as
~b! but for Ni56.031022 cm23, andh50.02.
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curves. Plasma densityNi is assumed to be 1.5
31022 cm23. Due to difficulty in isolation of Cl91 Ka line
from the integrated primary one (Cl1 – Cl81), intensity ra-
tios are taken with respect to the Cl101. According to nu-
merical predictions with particle-in-cell codes@34–36#, the
fraction of fast electrons is at most a few percent of all fr
electrons. From Refs.@37,38#, the temperature of fast elec
trons is approximately estimated by theJ3B ponderomotive
model: Tfast~keV!'mec

2@A117.28310219(Il2)21#,
where Il2 is in units of W cm22 mm2. Recently, Okihara
et al. have studied experimentally and numerically the te
perature of fast electrons produced by an intense laser p
with the use of T6 laser system, and obtained a higher t
perature than that predicted by the equation@39#. They sug-
gested that this increase may be due to some additi
mechanisms like a wakefield acceleration in preform
plasma onto a simple ponderomotive force. According
their result,Tfast may be about 40 keV for our experiment
condition. By using thisTfast, average bulk-plasma temper
01640
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tures for Figs. 7~b! and 7~c! are obtained to be 9668 eV ~for
h50.01! and 8668 eV ~for h50.05!, respectively. The dif-
ference between them appears to be small. However, it
be expected that the determination of a fast-electron frac
is important when an individual line shape ofKa emission
including corresponding satellite lines has to be taken i
consideration. TheKa lines from the excited states can ove
lap with those of the next ionization states@18#, and the
fractional fast electrons may contribute to, for example,
inner-shell excitations: 1s22s22pN→1s2s22pNnl. Treat-
ment of the excited states is undertaken.

According to the paper recently published by Andielet al.
@40#, they measured time history of AlKa emission under
the same experimental conditions as ours. Despite 15
ultrashort pulses at 790 nm,Ka emission with a duration of
4 ps was obtained. This evidence may indicate that the
fective heating time of background plasma due to fa
electron propagation is close to 4 ps, which is much lon
than the pulse width. Therefore, the heating time of seve
2-6
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picoseconds may be regarded as a critical characteristic
that may govern the atomic processes in our experiment.
example, atNi51.531022 cm23, Tfast540 keV (h50.01),
and Tbulk5100 eV @this condition is almost same as that
the result from Fig. 7~b!#, the atomic transition rates of inne
and/or outer-shell ionizations, radiative and Auger decays
the ground states of 1s-holed ions are about 1010– 1011,
1011– 1012, 1013– 1014, and 1014– 1015 sec21, respectively.
The ion density corresponds to near the solid density o
C2H3Cl target. From this estimation, it is likely that th
inner-shell ionization is much slower than the effective he
ing time. However, according to the LASNEX simulatio
done by Guethleinet al. @41# under the conditions similar to
our case, the plasma density of the heating area was
hanced by a factor of 4 due to shock compression. In a
tion, there is an uncertainty of the fraction of fast electro
Considering these facts, the inner-shell ionization rates
be enhanced by about a factor of 10 compared with the c
of Fig. 7~b!. Then, the resultant effective rates of the inn
shell ionization of theK shell may be comparable with th
inverse of the effective heating time of several picosecon
Therefore, in this case, our CRE solution may be valid.
Fig. 7~d!, the corresponding result withNi56.0
31022 cm23, and h50.02 is shown. From Fig. 7~d!, the
bulk electron temperature is about 111610 eV. The resultant
bulk temperatures deduced from Figs. 7~b!, 7~c!, and 7~d! are
almost the same. In the near future, we will justify this h
pothesis with the use of a time-dependent rate equa
solver.

Regarding depth of the plasma on the target surface
was noted by many authors@15,41#, it was estimated to be a
most about 1mm. Some advanced experiments are to
done to see the structure of the heat front in a target plas
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VI. CONCLUSION

A rate equation solver specified for the analysis of ch
rine Ka lines has been developed to deduce electron t
perature of cold bulk plasma heated by fast electrons. Ato
processes associated with theKa emission are solved unde
CRE with a bi-Maxwellian temperature distribution. It ha
been shown that ionization abundance is critically depend
on the cold-electron temperature but not on the fast-elec
one. However, in order to deduce theKa emission more
quantitatively, explicit consideration of fast electron distrib
tion is found to be of particular importance. To show app
cability of the code, chlorineKa to Cl151 Hea lines were
observed with a 1 TW Ti:sapphire laser system. Compari
of the experimental results with the code prediction infer
plasma temperature of about 100 eV at 1.531017 W/cm2. It
is planned to improve the above code in some aspects inc
ing ~i! treatment ofKa emission from excited states, e.g
Cl81:1s2s22p53l – Cl121:1s2s22p3l , ~ii ! opacity effect,
and ~iii ! extension to a time-dependent solver. Furthermo
we are planning to carry out some advanced experiment
find a temperature profile in the depth of plasmas. Res
will be reported elsewhere.
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